
VaultConnect™ allows users to connect safes, vaults, and offline cash with other cash and transaction-related data, while
also producing and managing tills for start and end-of-day operations. Deposit and withdrawal information for vaults can 
be entered into any PayComplete™ enabled device, be it a Windows 10 PC, smart safe, cash recycler, or other Windows 
device. Vault data is then available to be viewed in the same way as recycler and smart safe data, clarifying cash positions 
across units and locations and maximizing the productivity of cash by supporting the daily operations of the business. No 
heavy investment or new hardware required.
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WITH VAULTCONNECT, YOU TRADE DISCONNECTED VAULTS AND OFFLINE STORAGE FOR:

CASH ACCOUNTABILITY
 No more trying to manage cash 
levels using spreadsheets, paper 
notes, or memory

 Cash moving in and out of vaults is 
tracked and accounted for

 Connect vault cash with POS 
ensuring all in-store cash is in 
balance 

CASH EFFICIENCY

CASH VISIBILITY

 Employees know exactly how much 
and what mix of cash they need to 
start their shift 

 Virtual recycling functions with no 
investment in hardware 
 

 Optimize frontline cash and treasury 
activities through a more precise 
understanding of cash flows

 Unlock cash info from offline safes 
and vaults and forecast cash data 
with confidence 

 Complete picture of cash at the store 
level and across an enterprise

 

 Make offline cash flows part of 
a unified cash and transactions 
ecosystem within the PayComplete™ 
Connect SaaS platform



VAULTCONNECT SOFTWARE

paycomplete.com

Transform the start and end of shift by creating and man-
aging employee till mixes with VaultConnect™.

VIRTUAL RECYCLING SOFTWARE VIRTUAL SAFE SOFTWARE
Faster cash counting and reconciliation of vault funds keep 
information safe, with all logged data stored in the cloud.

Offline Cash

KEY FEATURES OF VAULTCONNECT:

OPEN ARCHITECTURE
Allows you to connect to third-party systems. Track the 
funds in the vault and their movement between the cash 
recycler.

THE VAULTCONNECT ADVANTAGE
 Use as standalone or connect to the 
PayComplete unified transaction 
platform

 No need to purchase new hardware

 Connect Platform unifies device, 
user, and transaction data in one 
comprehensive system

  Customizable and extensible via API 
to meet unique needs

PART OF THE PAYCOMPLETE UNIFIED TRANSACTION PLATFORM
VaultConnect™ is an integral part of the cash management solution suite within the PayComplete™ Connect SaaS Platform. 
Our platform unifies reporting and management across all transactional devices, including offline vaults, POS, self-check-
out, recyclers. The flexibility of the PayComplete Connect Platform allows for a single IoT cloud-based enterprise layer, 
thus unifying the management of devices, payments, users and data.


